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When the Southern States,
seeing their chosen way of
life endangered, seceded

from the United States and formed
their own government they knew
that war was a virtual certainty.
Accordingly, as soon as the ink was
dry upon their Articles of
Confederation steps were taken to
create an army and navy, equipped
with weapons seized from Federal
arsenals, officered by men who
placed allegiance to their home
states above that owed to the nation
they’d sworn to defend.

Unfortunately, it seemed that
they’d taken most of the United
States’ military sense south with
them, for of those high-ranking
personnel left behind many would
prove capable of being out-thought
(not to say out-fought) by nine out of

Even though it seemed
that everything that could

go wrong did go wrong
with the ironclad CSS
Arkansas, the pieced-
together ship and its

valiant crew took on the
best the Union Navy could

throw at them
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Tom Freeman, one of the best historical artists, sadly passed away on 16 June 2015. He leaves an incredible legacy in his heavily
researched paintings as can be seen in this painting titled Shave That Line that depicts the CSS Arkansas fighting its way through
the Union fleets to reach Vicksburg on 15 July 1862. To purchase Mr. Freeman’s artwork, please go to tomfreemanart.com.

Jefferson Davis had to go through
almost insurmountable odds to create

an effective Confederate Navy.

Confederate Secretary of Navy Russell
Mallory knew the importance of the

generation of fighting ships known as
ironclads but he also knew that the

South was cash-poor combined with a
lack of industry capable of building

such combat vessels.

CSS Arkansas was built under the
most trying of conditions — with the
builders suffering from complete lack
of equipment including many of the

basics required for an ironclad.

build the ships from scratch — two
saw mills being set up to handle
pine logs shipped in by rail while
five more around the city turned out
oak beams and planks. Both were to
be armored with worn-out rails
scavenged from railroad rights-of-
way in both Tennessee and
Arkansas, the bolts and spikes
necessary to secure these to the
wooden superstructure being made
miles away on the banks of the
Cumberland. The effort and
material expended on this phase
were wasted when Confederate
officers at Nashville commandeered
the shipment for a ship under
construction at that city, but a
second lot, which had been picked
up in miniscule piecemeal amounts,
got through. Emerson’s shipyard,
such as it was, lacked a vital
element: Professional shipwrights. 

Appeals sent out to New Orleans,
St. Louis, Mobile, and Nashville for
carpenters drew a blank, as did
attempts to acquire their services on
loan from local army units under the
command of Lt. Gen. Leonidas Polk
went begging. Polk refusing to make
any personnel available despite
near-orders from Richmond to do so.
Civilians could not be lured away
from their better paying jobs, and
Emmerson was forced to make do
with any warm bodies who
happened to be available regardless
of their knowledge of, or skill at,
wood-working. Faced with problems
which would have led many people
to simply give up with complete
justification, he bulled ahead far
behind schedule, but Richmond took
his difficulties into consideration
and held off exercising its right
under the contract’s terms to levy
cash penalties.

The Confederates’ troubles didn’t
arise exclusively from labor
problems. On 10 April 1862,
Richmond received word from Capt.
George N. Hollins, in command of
the upper Mississippi, that three
Federal gunboats — probably Eads’
Cairo-class ironclads — had
steamed south past Island Number
10, a strongly fortified outpost, and
were moving into position to
threaten the rams under
construction. A message from the

paralleled as well as its sketchy
industrial resources allowed by the
southern government.

Despite holding a number of
enclaves along the Mississippi —
most importantly New Orleans and
Vicksburg — Jefferson Davis’
Richmond regime, knew that the
Federals wouldn’t let this control of
the river go unchallenged. On 24
June 1861, the state government of
Tennessee — already feeling the hot
breath of Federals on its neck—
sent off an agitated message to
Richmond pointing up the lack of
substantial defenses along the
river’s course and asking for a
quarter of a million dollars to be
used to do something about this
situation. Davis’ Confederacy didn’t
work any more efficiently than that
government up north; and it wasn’t
until 24 August that a bill was
pushed through appropriating
additional funds for, among other
purposes, the navy’s expansion. 

Included in the amount thus
authorized was a total of $160,000
“for the construction, equipment,
and armament of two iron-clad
gunboats for the defense of the,
Mississippi River, and the city of
Memphis… ” On the same day the
Confederacy’s Secretary of the Navy
Stephen Russell Mallory signed a
contract with John T. Shirley of
Memphis “to construct and deliver
to the Secretary of the Navy of the
Confederate States, on or before the
24th day of December 1861, two
vessels of the character and
description provided in the plans
and specifications… ” approved by
his department for these ironclads.
As a spur to efficiency, penalties
were imposed on Shirley for each
day over the specified date it took to
complete the two ships, while a
bonus would be paid for every day
he shaved off the construction time.
Names were assigned to both
vessels: Tennessee and Arkansas.

Construction got underway at
Memphis, Prime Emmerson
commencing work in October after
he’d arranged for the essential
materials, which had to be brought
in from as far away as a hundred
miles in some cases. It was a case of
having to build the tools needed to

any ten US Army pack mules
chosen at random.

The Mississippi River and its
tributaries formed a highway
running straight through the heart
of the United States which,
following secession, was for all
intents in the hands of the
Confederacy — at least the Gulf end
of the river was, which was what
really mattered. Whatever the
shortcomings of its now sadly
depleted army the Federal
government still possessed an
effective navy, rated fairly as one of
the — if not the — best in the
world. This was immediately set as
the not inconsiderable task of
blockading the Confederacy’s
Atlantic and Gulf coastlines at the
same time a massive ship building
program was launched, a move


